Schedule Your Phone or
Video Demo Today!
Is your office's Help+Alert™ still
sitting in its box because you're
unsure how to best utilize the device?
General manager Sean Holohan offers
free phone or video chat demos with
affiliates. By learning how to use the
device, you can properly train your
employees and market it effectively to
clients.
Schedule one for your office today.
Reach him by phone or email:
800-378-2957 x720
SeanH@SafeGuardian.com

See How Help+Alert™
Stacks Up
Want to showcase to your clients just
how unique and cost-efficient the
Help+Alert™ is? Our website now
features a company comparison
chart, pitting the Help+Alert™ up
against the other "big players" in the
medical alert game. With a lower
monthly fee and far more capabilities,
the Help+Alert™ blows the
competition out of the water. See for
yourself at the link below and use it
to promote the device to your clients!

COMPARISON PAGE

Highlight: Call-in-andchat
One of the many features unique to
the Help+Alert™ is its call-in-and-chat

feature. Unable to reach a client or
need to do a well-being check? Does
a family member want to make sure
mom is on track with her medication?
With the call-in-and-chat feature,
simply call the phone number
associated with the device and the
Help+Alert™ will automatically answer.
Even if a client is rendered
unconscious or unable to move, the
device will answer hands-free and
automatically initiate two-way talk.
VISIT PRODUCT PAGE

We Want To Feature You!
Do you or your clients have a success
story or testimonial with the
Help+Alert™ that you'd like to share?
Let us know and you will be featured
on our social media and our next
affiliate newsletter! Send an email to
SeanH@safeguardian.com and
include:
First and Last Name
Location (City, State)
Are you a caregiver, client,
nurse, etc.?
What details or story are you
interested in sharing with us?

From all of us at SafeGuardian, thanks for reading!
Sean Holohan
General Manager
SeanH@SafeGuardian.com
800-378-2957 x720





